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CORSICA BURNED BY TUB GERMANS

From DOUGLAS BRASS representing Combined British and

Empire Press

Corsican Front 28/9

The Germans have left a mark on this island that no Corsican will ever forget*
They’ve laid waste by fire and wanton destruction a thousand acres of crop and forest

country and many hundreds of modest hones*

Fire was the principal weapon of their withdrawal towards the east coast in
the first week of battles. They set fire to the hills and valleys, dry and
inflammable after the summer, behind their troops. They dropped proat showers of
incendiaries from the air, pratically all eastern Corsica was burning* Cattle,
pigs and goats which were driven high towards the mountain tops by the flames died there

as the fires caught them up. WHole hillsides, crops and rubble were consumed,
splendid pine forests blackened and killed. Not content with burning the countryside,

impoverished an it 'was by the demands of occupation, the Germans wantonly fired the

peasants * homes* In Bastia now their lines of withdrawal are tracks of destruction.

Burning Corisca was -partly an attempt to check the patriot soldiers who had male the

forests and hills their homes, built up ammunition dumps and established stores of

arms in the undergrowth* But chiefly it was gesture of gratuitous terrorism.

Corsicans prefer to remember it as that. I hitchhiked today through many miles of
Corsica’s mountain country, first with a Trench general, then with an Italian transport
section, then with a patriot Franc-tireur who made his ancient vehicle perform marvels

of balance along the crazy roads. The third mileage I covered was by burned country*
Virtually every farm we passed had suffered an ill-afforded loss of stock and

vegetation* One fine forest of straight pines, from which Napoleon had once planned
to cull masts for a new fleet after Trafalgar, looked like the Victorian bush in

January 1939.

The steep country above and below Corsica's tallest viaduct, monsieur Eiffel's
first hip attempt at ironwork construction, was mournfully stripped and yellowed.
The viaduct itself had fortunately escaped damage

• These burnings have intensified the food shortage in Corsica, which was already
grave. even plain food is so scarce in the island that people in the town have to

pay wicked black market prices or go entirely without a square meal. A slice of

beef, a. tomato and a cup of coffee in those days costs the equivalent of ten

shillings* All fish is disposed of in the black market, flour is desperately scarce

and farm • reduce virtually unobtainable*

The Trench authorities are now planning to bring in food for the civilians,
"but its a problem, both of currency and of supplies that has no ready solution
The -presence of on estimated total of 60,000 Italian troops on the island mokes the
food situation more .difficult*
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